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ALMA
General view

ALMA is the monitoring and control software 
designed to work with DAS Audio’s powered 
systems and electronics. 

In addition to monitoring the status of every 
system, the impedance of the loudspeakers and 
loading optimizations for DASaim, among many 
other functionalities, ALMA lets the user configure 
different parameters in a simple and intuitive way. 

The first version of ALMA runs on both MAC and Windows 
devices using a RS485 port, allowing for the possibility 
of  using IP protocol shortly. 

Compatible systems:
• AERO-40A
• AERO-20A
• UX-221A
• UX-218A
• LX-218A
• LX118A
• ROAD-15/12

Compatible electronics:
• DAS Audio’s DSP4080/2060
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1. Home
1.1 Creating a Zone

When ALMA is launched, the software automatically 
generates a new project that can be renamed, at a later 
stage, from the PROJECT MANAGER window (see section 
2. Project Manager).

Also, when a new project is created, ALMA automatical-
ly generates one work Zone. More zones can be added 
if needed by clicking the  +  symbol at the bottom of the 
screen.

As shown in the images below, the zones can be renamed 
by clicking their default names, e.g., Zone 1, and typing in 
a new name.

The zone windows can also be sorted if needed. Left-click 
and hold the drag icon marked in the image to drag the 
zone window to the desired position. The software lets 
you manage the number of zones, rename them and sort 
them according to the needs of the project.
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1. Home
1.2 Zone icons

Once the zones have been created and the systems have 
been added to the Zones (see section 3. Edit Window), the 
zone window Will display different icons for different sys-
tem configurations. There are four different configuration 
icons: Array, Subarray, Distributed and Electronics.

Click this icon to display four array 
configurations: Main, Outfill, Delay 
and Single.

Click the Subarray icon to display four 
different configurations: L/R Config, 
LCR Config, Line and Suspended.

Click the Distributed icon to display 
two different configurations: Stacked 
and Multipoint.

Click the Electronics icon to dis-
play two different devices: DSP2060  
DSP4080.
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1. Home
1.3 Zone Management

In the Zone window, click the 3 dotted icon (right- hand 
corner) to display the following functions: Delete Zone 
and Default Parameters.

To activate these functions, ALMA Will ask for confirma-
tion. For default parameters, see section 13. Default pa-
rameters.

Bear in mind that when activating “Delete Zone, all the 
systems that have already been assigned to that zone will 
return to the “Not Assigned” tab. Assigning the systems 
again can be done in the EDIT window. See section 3. Edit 
Window.

In the HOME view, the systems included in a zone can be 
identified by simply hovering the cursor over the icons. 
This will display their name on the screen. 
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1. Home
1.3 Zone Management

The zones can also be controlled from the HOME view. As 
shown in Image 1, when the Solo function is activated in 
the main zone window,  it mutes all the other zones auto-
matically. Conversely, click Mute to mute the systems of a 
particular zone, as shown in Image 2. For further informa-
tion, see: Solo/Mute option, section 7.

Imagen 1

Imagen 2

Active Solo in Main Zone

Active Mute in both Zones
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1. Home
Video tutorial

Click or scan the code

https://d.dasaudio.com/ywLIh
https://d.dasaudio.com/ywLIh
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2. Project Manager

All the projects can be managed in the PROJECT 
MANAGER window. 

The PROJECT MANAGER window lets you:

Open function: an existing project
Save function: save any changes
Save us function: save under another name 
Import/Export projects and Delete

Click New Project. ALMA will ask if you want to save the 
changes made to the current Project. The name of the 
currently opened Project is displayed under the heading 
Current Project.
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2. Project Manager

Answer the question, another window opens automati-
cally. Name the new project.

As shown in the image, the project has been named as 
Project 6. Click OK. The project opens and you can start 
working.
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2. Project Manager

In the PROJECT MANAGER window, the tabs that appear 
in white are active. While the functions in dark grey are 
disabled. As shown in the image, the OPEN tab is disabled 
because a project has not been selected yet.

When a project is selected, the open, save, save as, export 
and delete tabs are active but Import remains disabled.

In the case of selecting multiple projects, only the delete 
tab will remain active to delete several projects at once.

Right-click a Project to easily edit its name. 

Also, you can click      to open the selected project.
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2. Project Manager

Additionally, to rename the current project, go to the bar 
at the bottom of the screen, click the name of the project 
and type in the new name.

Also, at the bar at the bottom of the screen, the autosav-
ing function can be activated and deactivated easily.
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3. Edit Window
3.1 Creating a Project in Offline Mode

Once a project has been created, go to the EDIT window 
to start configuring the project offline. 
 
Access the EDIT window by clicking the EDIT icon in the 
upper bar or from the  +  symbol located inside a zone.

To add more zones to the project, in the HOME view, click 
the  +  icon at the bottom of the screen. 

In the EDIT window, as the project is being configured, 
the grey Library tab on the left will display the DAS Audio 
systems with their different configurations.
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3. Edit Window
3.1 Creating a Project in Offline Mode

The systems will be added according to the configu-
ration needs of the project.

Click Create New and select: Array, Subarray, Distrib-
uted and Electronics
 
Array: Main, Outfill, Delay, Single Array.
Subarray: L/R, LCR, Line, Suspended.
Distributed: Stacked and Multipont.
Electronics: DSP-4080 and DSP-2060
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3. Edit Window
3.1.1 Array

Click the Array option to display four different configura-
tion options:

Main, Outfil, Delay and Single array. Select the option 
that matches the layout of the systems.

The Main, Outfil and Delay configurations, by default, 
automatically generate the left and right arrays. To insert 
only one array, use the Array/Single option. As shown in 
the image, the Array/Main option has been selected.

ALMA automatically generates Main L and Main R. In the 
image, Main L (marked in blue) has been selected. In the 
left column, under the Library tab, the DAS Audio systems 
compatible with the Array/Main option are displayed. 

As shown in the image, 12 units of AERO-40 have been 
selected for the Main L.

Repeat the operation for Main R.
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3. Edit Window
3.1.1 Array

Once the systems have been added (right column) you 
can edit their names and add their IDs. This will be helpful 
later on to access the systems quickly. 

It is also possible to sort the cabinets as they are physically 
in the array.

The cabinets IDs are found at the rear panels of the cabi-
nets. 

Left-click and drag to sort the 
systems.

Rename the systems and add their ID 
manually.

ID panel posterior Aero40A
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3. Edit Window
3.1.1 Array

Click the 3 dotted icon to display the Delete and Ignore 
functions. 

These functions are available for global configurations 
and for individual devices. 

Use the Delete function to remove systems from an array. 
Use Ignore to temporally disable a system.

When a system/array has the Ignore function active, 
ALMA will display those systems with the Offline status 
and the Ignore icon.
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3. Edit Window
3.1.2 Subarray

Click the Subarray option to display four different con-
figurations: L/R, LCR, Line and Suspended.

L/R. Left and Right Subwoofer configuration.
LCR: Left/Center/Right configuration. 
Line: In-line subwoofer formation.
Suspended: Flown subwoofer configuration.
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3. Edit Window
3.1.2 Subarray

L/R Configuration left and right Subwoofer configuration.

Line Configuration In-line subwoofer formation Suspended Configuration. Flown subwoofer configuration

LCR Configuration left/center/right configuration
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3. Edit Window
3.1.2 Subarray

Click Subarray configuration and select the number of 
cabinets stacked.

As an example, Line 2 Stacked has been selected.

And 12 units of the subarray UX-218 have been added.
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3. Edit Window
3.1.2 Subarray

When the systems have been correctly added, it is time to 
rename them and add their IDs in the right column. 
 
Please notice that in the right column a straight line 
appears to separate each group of stacked cabinets.
 

As shown in the image, from left to right, the UX systems 
with ID 1/2 are the first group of stacked systems, the UX 
with ID 3/4 are the second group of stacked systems and 
so on…

ID 1/2 ID 3/4 ID 5/6 ID 7/8 ID 9/10 ID 11/12
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3. Edit Window
3.1.3 Distributed

Click the Distributed option to add systems in a Distribut-
ed configuration. 

There are two options: Stacked and Multipoint.

Designed to position the systems in Frontfill, Infill and 
Outfill or for systems distributed in a given space.

Distributed configurations.

Stacked Multipoint
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3. Edit Window
3.1.4 Electronics

Multipoint

Click Electronics and add DAS Audio´s DSPs 4080 and 
2060.

As an example, the DSP4080 has been added.
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3. Edit Window
3.1.4 Electronics

Multipoint

Once the device is loaded to Zone 1, it is possible to edit 
its name or assign it a different ID. In Properties (right co-
lumn), verify the firmware and the DSP status.

Go to the HOME view, click Zone 1, the DSP 4080 Will be 
displayed, showing 4 input channels marked as A, B, C 
and D and 8 output channels.

• Click the icon on the upper corner to access the DSP 
Editor. 

• Click the bottom icon to apply the Default Parame-
ters.
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3. Edit Window
3.1.4 Electronics

In the DSP Editor, click the MIXER tab to have a global 
view of the DSP.

There are two sections: the top half shows 4 Input chan-
nels and the bottom half, 8 Output channels.

The Input section gives access to group management 
and selection, Label (to rename each input channel) VU 
meters, Mute, Gain, Delay and EQ.

The Output section gives access to group management 
and selection, Label (to rename each input channel), EQ 
of each input channel, function to Enable/Disable the EQ, 
Polarity, Gain, Delay, VU and Mute.
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3. Edit Window
3.1.4 Electronics

Next to the MIXER tab are the Input/Output tabs for ac-
cess to the Input/Output editor.

Click the Input tab. 8 different types of EQ channels will 
be displayed.

In the Type field, click a box to display the following op-
tions:

Parametric, Low Shelf, High Self, Band Pass, Notch, All-
pass, Phase, VariQ Los Pass, VariQ High Pass, Elliptic Low 
Pass and Elliptic High Pass.

In the Bypass field, the desired band can be enabled or 
bypassed.
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3. Edit Window
3.1.4 Electronics

Click the Output tab. 9 different types of EQ channels will 
be displayed.

In the Type field, click a box to display the following op-
tions:

Parametric, Low Shelf, High Self, Band Pass, Notch, All-
pass, Phase, VariQ Los Pass, VariQ High Pass, Elliptic Low 
Pass y Elliptic High Pass.

In the Bypass field, the desired band can be enabled or 
bypassed.

Also, there are different types of HPF and LPF: Bensen, 
Bessel, Butterworth and Linkwitz-Riley.

Click the MIXER tab to access the Source configuration 
and the limiters of each output channel.
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3. Edit Window
3.1.4 Electronics

Turn the Source tab On to assign the output channels one 
or more input channels.
 
This way, signal routing can be done quickly and effec-
tively.

In this example:

Output 1 is assigned to Input A, Output 2 is assigned to 
Input B, Output 3 is assigned to Input C, Output 4 is assig-
ned to Input D.

Same for 5, 6, 7 and 8. 

Note: When more than one input is assigned to the 
same output channel, the DSP automatically adjusts 
the gain to maintain the output level as if it only had 
one input channel assigned.
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3. Edit Window
3.1.4 Electronics

Turn the limiters On to access the configuration of the 
limiters for each output. 

It is possible to configure the Level, Attack, Release and 
Clip Limiter of each Output.

It is also possible to activate the function Auto Limiters. 
When this function is activated the Attack time is adjust-
ed to the low-pass cut off frequency of that channel. 

In the MIXER window, there is also access to the GLOBAL 
PRESETS.

Here, it is possible to rename, save, load and delete the 
user presets.
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3. Edit Window
3.1.5 Going Online 

When the project is fully set up, it is possible to go Online 
easily. Make sure that everything is connected according 
to Annex A: ALMA Connections  RS485 Serial Port MAC/
Windows. 
 

Click the Offline icon to turn the Online mode ON. ALMA 
will ask to:

Retrieve settings from the units. The systems parame-
ters will be loaded into our project and will be overwritten 
if there is any difference. 
 
Send settings to the units. The Project parameters will be 
sent to the systems and will be overwritten if there is any 
difference.
 
To configure the Retrieve/Send options, see section Pref-
erences/Communication 14.2
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3. Edit Window
3.2 Online Project

When the project has been created and all the systems 
have been connected according to the manual (Annex A: 
ALMA Connections Serial Port RS485 MAC/Windows), it 
is time to Scan.

During the Scan process, ALMA will detect all the con-
nected systems.

A window will pop showing the connected systems de-
tected and will close automatically once the process is 
over.
 
16 systems are shown in this project as an example. 
 
All systems detected by ALMA will be assigned by default 
under the Not Assigned tab.
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3. Edit Window
3.2 Online Project

When the Scan process is over, go to the EDIT window, 
which is accessible by clicking the icon in the top function 
bar or by clicking the  +  symbol in a zone window.

Select the Not Assigned tab. It is now time to assign the 
systems to the project.
 
The systems will move from the Not Assigned tab to the 
Assigned tab, once they are assigned. This clearly differ-
entiate the systems that are already part of the project 
and those which are pending assignment.  
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3. Edit Window
3.2 Online Project

ALMA lets you generate a project before arriving at the 
event. Adding and renaming the systems and assign-
ing their IDs can be done beforehand so when the time 
comes, it is possible to connect to the systems quickly.

Let´s take an Array/Main configuration for the AERO-20A 
as an example.

In the left column, select the units under the Not Assigned 
tab and they will automatically move to the right column, 
being assigned to their corresponding array.
 
It is possible to rename and sort the units, if they are not 
in the correct position, once they are in the right column.

Left-click and drag to sort the 
systems.
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3. Edit Window
3.2 Online Project

After all the systems have been assigned in the MAIN 
example, the next step is to create a Subarray Line 1 
stacked for the UX-218A.

When all the units have been assigned to the project, note 
that it is possible to rename and sort the units, if they are 
not in their correct position.

Left-click and drag to sort the 
systems.
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4. Master Control/Link Manager
4.1 Master Control

When an array is created, ALMA, by default, generates a 
MASTER CONTROL panel to access some of the parame-
ters of the array.

The Master Control for Array 1 is shown in blue. ALMA au-
tomatically generates a MASTER CONTROL that allows 
the user to control the systems quickly and easily.

Any change applied to the parameters in the MASTER 
CONTROL will affect all the systems equally.

The parameters available are: Gain, Delay, Mute, Solo and 
Default with

NOTE: For RS485 connections, the maximum number of 
MASTER CONTROL per zone is 8.

Additionally, it is possible to view the VU/Temperature of 
a chosen system using the left and right arrows or by sim-
ply selecting the desired system in the left column of the 
screen. 

Master Control

Side view
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4. Master Control/Link Manager
4.1 Master Control

Click the Gain tab to modify the Gain value of all the sys-
tems in the group by typing the desired value in the box. 
By default, the value is negative. If the value is positive, 
type the  +  symbol before the number.
 
Alternatively, use the fader or increase or decrease the 
value with the up/down arrows on the keyboard.

To modify the Delay value of all the group of systems, type 
directly the desired value in the box.
 
Alternatively, use the +/- keys to increase or decrease the 
value. ALMA displays the equivalence ms/meters in real 
time.
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4. Master Control/Link Manager
4.1 Master Control

Image 1 shows a VU with a green signal, meaning that 
the level is within the correct operating range. In Image 
2, the VU is in yellow, which indicates that the system is in 
a high-operating range. Image 3 shows that the VU is in 
red, which indicates that the system is already limiting.

Image 1 Image 2 Image 3

In the MASTER CONTROL, it is also possible to monitor the 
amplifier temperature value of each system in real time.

If any of the systems reaches high temperature values, 
ALMA will issue a high temperature warning (more infor-
mation in the Notifications section).
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4. Master Control/Link Manager
4.2 Link Manager

In the right upper corner of every MASTER CONTROL 
there is an icon to access LINK MANAGER.

LINK MANAGER allows the user to work individually or in 
groups within a group of systems/Master Control.

In LINK MANAGER, at the top, the Gain and Delay values 
are displayed as in the MASTER CONTROL.
 
From left to right, the main box shows: 
 
Sel: select the desired systems and change their parameters easily.
 
Link: link the systems with this function
 
Device: it shows the name of the systems in that group. 
 
Gain: it shows the relative GAIN value of each system.
 
Delay: it shows the relative DELAY value of each system.
 
Throw: it shows the relative THROW value of each system.

Relative Parameters Global Parameters
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4. Master Control/Link Manager
4.2 Link Manager

The box on the right shows the number of units and the 
HPF/LPF/Polarity (depending on the model). These values 
are meaningful when they are used globally for all the 
systems. For that reason, it is not possible to change them 
in relative terms like the other parameters (Gain/Delay/
Throw).

Image 1
(Global parameters Aero20/Aero40)

Image 2
(Global parameters UX218)
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4. Master Control/Link Manager
4.2 Link Manager

In LINK MANAGER, by selecting number of units of a sys-
tem one can compensate the acoustic sum of the mid-
range/bass frequencies by applying filters to the high 
frequencies according to the number of systems in each 
array.

Image 3 shows the high frequency compensation when 
applying different number of units filters.

In LINK MANAGER, by selecting Throw according to the 
position of each system in the array one can compensate 
the loss of energy in high frequency distance, achieving a 
more uniform distribution.

Image 4 shows high frequencies compensation when 
applying different Throw filters according to the position 
of each system.

Imagen 3

Imagen 4
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4. Master Control/Link Manager
4.2 Link Manager

To easily link the parameters of different systems, use the 
Sel function. Use this function when you need to enter 
the same parameter in a group of systems. To select the 
systems, click the Sel key of the systems, they will be high-
lighted in green, and introduce the new parameter. 

The changes will affect all the systems that have been se-
lected.

All the systems that have been selected will change their 
parameters to the newly introduced value.
 

The image shows how to change the Throw using the Sel 
function.
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4. Master Control/Link Manager
4.2 Link Manager

To use the Link function, click Link in the selected unit – in 
the example, the unit at the top has been selected (red 
box in Image 1).  Then, the unit  is assigned to Link 1 (Im-
age 2). Repeat the process and assign the units to a group 
(Image 2).

Image 2 shows 3 different Link groups created with the 
Link function. In blue, Link 1, the upper units of the array. 
In purple, Link 2, the middle units. In Pink, Link 3, the bot-
tom units.

Image 1

Imagen 2

Image 2
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4. Master Control/Link Manager
4.2 Link Manager

Once the units are linked, any parameter change in a Link 
group will affect all the systems linked to that Link group.

It is possible to combine two different models of systems 
in the same array, such as the AERO-40A and the AE-
RO-20A.

When this is the case, the models displayed in the LINK 
MANAGER will be shown separately in different sections.

The reason for that is that their parameters are not the 
same and therefore, they cannot be linked .  
 

AERO-40
Link Manager

AERO-20
Link Manager
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4. Master Control/Link Manager
4.2 Link Manager

The image below shows how to work with different mod-
els of systems in the LINK MANAGER.
 
It is not possible to link different models of systems in a 
group, such as AERO-40/AERO-20 or UX-218/UX-221. 
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4. Master Control/Link Manager
4.3 Notifications

In MASTER CONTROL, the DASaim icon in green indicates 
that the DASaim optimization is active.

A yellow rectangle surrounding the MASTER CONTROL 
indicates that there is a warning in one of the systems 
within that MASTER CONTROL.

A red rectangle indicates that there is an error in one of 
the systems within that MASTER CONTROL.
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4. Master Control/Link Manager
Video tutorial

Click or scan the code:

Master Control Link Manager

https://d.dasaudio.com/ZbsTG
https://d.dasaudio.com/RO6zk
https://d.dasaudio.com/ZbsTG
https://d.dasaudio.com/RO6zk
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5. Side View
5.1 Side View Navigation

The SIDE VIEW has different functions: 
 
The most important feature of the SIDE VIEW is that the 
user can visualize the systems in every MASTER CONTROL 
along with their name and ID. 
 
The image below shows the systems grouped in the Main 
L1 MASTER CONTROL.
 
The display in the SIDE VIEW shows the system´s status, 
which is key for identifying whether the systems are On-
line/Offline and working correctly.

Select a MASTER CONTROL to visualize in the SIDE VIEW 
the systems linked to that MASTER CONTROL.

The SIDE VIEW does not allow the user to deploy more 
than one MASTER CONTROL/system at a time.
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5. Side View
5.1 Side View Navigation

The SIDE VIEW displays the information following the 
order of the zones in the project.
 
As shown in the example below, Zone 1 comprises Main L1, 
Main R2 and Line 3.
 
There is one more zone, Zone 2, but their systems are not 
displayed.
 
.
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5. Side View
5.2 Mute/Solo Side view

The SIDE VIEW lets you manage the Mute/Solo functions 
over one or more systems rapidly and easily, as shown in 
the images below. (Image 1/2).  

Also, you can access the Mute/Solo of the frequency 
bands of a system (Image 3). This is jet another important 
feature to check that everything is working correctly.

Image 1 Image 2 Image 3
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5. Side View
5.3 Side View Status

Every system in the Side View shows their status, which is 
key for identifying whether the systems are Online/Offline 
and working correctly. This is a status image representing a system 

that is receiving signal but it is exceeding its 
maximum threshold.

This is a status image that represents a system 
receiving high levels of signal.

This is a status image that represents a system 
receiving optimal signal levels.

This is a status image that represents a system 
that is Online but it is not receiving any signal.

This is a phantom status image that represents  
a system that is Offline. 
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5. Side View
5.3 Side View Status

There are two more statuses represented in the SIDE 
VIEW: DASaim and Ignore.

The image on the left with a green icon next to Main L1 
shows that the DASaim optimization is active for that 
group of systems.

The image on the right, with the red icon “I”, shows the 
systems that have the Ignore function on and ALMA igno-
res. The Ignore function can be activated or deactivated 
from the EDIT window.
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5. Side View
Video tutorial

Click or scan the code:

https://d.dasaudio.com/ZMRLi
https://d.dasaudio.com/ZMRLi
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6. Zone View

Go to the HOME view and access Zone 1 with a click.

At the bottom of the screen, click the View tab to access 
the ZONE VIEW.

The ZONE VIEW displays all the systems that have been 
added to that Zone.

During a concert/event, go to the ZONE VIEW to visual-
ize all the systems included in a Zone, verify the status of 
each system in real time and confirm that the system is 
working properly. The LEDs of the systems will be display-
ing information related to the signal level.
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6. Zone View

The following statuses will be dis-
played in the ZONE VIEW:

This is a status image representing a system 
that is receiving signal but it is exceeding its 
maximum threshold.

This is a status image that represents a system 
receiving high levels of signal.

This is a status image showing that a system is 
receiving optimal signal levels.

This is a status image that represents a system 
that is Online but it is not receiving any signal.

This is a phantom status image that represents  
a system that is Offline. 
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6. Zone View

View of a system displaying 
different statuses.
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6. Zone View

ZONE VIEW of a complete system in a zone.
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6. Zone View

The ZONE VIEW helps the user identify the systems easily 
thanks to its visual display. To quickly identify the systems, 
hover the cursor over a system and the system name and 
ID will appear. 
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7. Solo/Mute Options
7.1 Global Mute

The Global Mute function is found in the top function bar.

This function activates the Mute function globally in all 
the zones, MASTER CONTROL and systems in the project.

ALMA will ask for confirmation for security reasons. The 
Global Mute icon will turn red and the entire project will 
be muted.

The Global Mute icon, the zones, MASTER CONTROL and 
the systems in the SIDE VIEW will show the Global Mute 
status on.
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7. Solo/Mute Options
7.1 Global Mute

When Global Mute is on, it is not possible to disable the 
Mute function of a zone, MASTER CONTROL or system in-
dividually.

Global Mute can only be disabled globally from the icon 
in the function bar. 

MUTED systems in Side View and Master Control
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7. Solo/Mute Options
7.2 Lock Mute

Lock Mute locks the Mute function inside a zone, which 
means that this function will be blocked in that zone of 
the project. 

To activate Lock Mute, click and hold for 3 seconds the 
Mute tab in a zone until it blinks, which indicates that 
Lock Mute is active.
 
When Lock Mute is active, no other function, such as 
Global Mute, Solo or Mute can be activated in the systems 
in that zone.

To disable Lock Mute, click and hold for 3 seconds the 
Mute tab until it shows active.

Activating Lock Mute in a zone locks all the systems with-
in that zone. The Lock Mute function will be blinking in all 
these systems.

In a zone, the Lock Mute function is available in Master 
Controls, Device or even a system´s frequency band.

Click and hold for 3 seconds to actívate Lock Mute
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7. Solo/Mute Options
7.2 Lock Mute

You can activate the Lock Mute function: 

1. MASTER CONTROL

2. In the systems individually.

3. In one of the frequency bands of a system individually. 
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7. Solo/Mute Options
7.3 Solo/Mute

Basic level of the Solo function : Soloing the zones. If Solo 
is activated in Zone 1, the other zones will automatically 
activate Mute.

When the Solo function is active, the Solo tab will appear 
in yellow.

Active SOLO in Zone 1.

Zone 1 is SOLOED.

SOLO activo en 
MASTER CONTROL 
Main L1.

Click in a zone, the Solo function will also appear in yellow 
when active.

Level 2 of the Solo function: soloing MASTER CONTROL. 

When a MASTER CONTROL is soloed, the rest of the sys-
tems of the project will activate Mute. As shown in the 
example, Main L1 is soloed and the rest of the project is 
Muted.
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7. Solo/Mute Options
7.3 Solo/Mute

Level 3 of the Solo function: Soloing one system. When 
the function is activated in one system, the rest of the 
project will change their status to Mute.
 
This option is a quick and convenient way to verify the 
proper operation of a particular system.

Level 4 of the Solo function: Soloing a frequency band. 
Additionally, the Solo function can be used when it is nec-
essary to listen to only one of the frequency bands of a 
particular system.

As shown in the example, the Solo function is activated in 
the Low frequency band of the AERO-20A system.
 
To disable any active Solo in the project, use the Clear 
Solo function in the top function bar. 

When the Solo function is active, the Clear Solo function 
will always be highlighted in the function bar indicating 
that the Solo function is active.

Active Solo in AERO-20_1 System

Active Solo in Low frequency  band AERO-20_1 System
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8. Summary

The SUMMARY function is located in the top function bar.

The SUMMARY window collects all the information in real 
time from all the zones and systems of the project.

In a drop-down list, the user can check all the systems 
and their configurations. 

The systems will show their corresponding active param-
eters, depending on the model. The rest of the parame-
ters will be disabled.
 

AERO 20 AERO 20
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8. Summary

The SUMMARY window shows:

• Model of every system.
• Firmware
• ID and the “friendly” name that the user has assigned 

to the systems.
• Gain and Delay values
• Polarity
• Temperature of the systems
• Number of units
• Throw
• HPF/LPF
• DASaim optimization filters
 
The SUMMARY window can be a very useful tool to visual-
ly check the correct configuration of the systems quickly 
and clearly.
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9. DASaimTM

To access DASaim, click the DASaim icon in the top func-
tion bar.

A window opens for managing the DASaim Array optimi-
zations.

*The DASaim optimization tool is only compatible with 
AERO-40A and AERO-20A systems.

To find more about working with DASaim, go to:

Home - DAS AIM (https://www.dasaudio.com/dasaim/) 

The left column displays all the compatible arrays of the 
project with DASaim.
 
Main L and Main R are shown as an example.
 
Main L appears selected in blue. 

https://www.dasaudio.com/dasaim/
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9. DASaimTM

The next step is to import the optimization filters for 
DASaim.
 
Click Import and find in the window the filters for DASaim, 
which have been designed with the Ease Focus v3 acous-
tic prediction tool. 
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9. DASaimTM

Once the files have been located, select only one of them 
and click Open.
 
ALMA will load the file to the project. 
 
The DASaim management window lets you import as 
many optimizations as needed within the project, so, lat-
er, you can switch from one to another.

Click Send. ALMA Will send the filters to every system. 
Once the optimization is sent and loaded in the internal 
DSPs of the systems, DASaim can be activated.

When the filters are loaded, the Send button will indicate 
that the optimization has been loaded and the option 
Disable/Enable will show active. When the Enable option 
is active, it means that the optimization is ready to be lis-
tened.

Optimization loaded/ no active Optimization loaded/active 
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9. DASaimTM

To delete an optimization, first disable it by clicking En-
abled. Once the Disabled function is active, click Delete, 
a confirmation window will appear and the optimization 
will be deleted from the system.

The optimization has been deleted from the systems, but 
the optimization is still in the project.

To permanently remove an optimization from the project, 
use Remove to delete the optimization from the project 
and remove it permanently.

This action requires security confirmation.
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10. Night Mode/Day Mode

Night Mode

Designed to work in dim environments (or poorly lit loca-
tions)

Day Mode

High contrast design for bright environments. 
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11. Config Mode/Show Mode

By default, the projects in ALMA are in CONFIG MODE. 
This allows you to edit any function in the software.

The SHOW MODE function can be activated at any time. 

ALMA will ask if you want to switch to SHOW MODE. 

When activated, all critical functions will be blocked.
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11. Config Mode/Show Mode

When SHOW MODE is active, the following functions will 
be blocked:

• SCAN
• EDIT
• OFFLINE
• GLOBAL MUTE
• CLEAR SOLO
• DEFAULT PARAMETERS 
• DASaim
• Mute/Solo in a Zone 
• MASTER CONTROL
• Device
• LINK MANAGER

In the preferences menu, mark the functions you want to 
keep active when you go in SHOW MODE.

The functions that can remain active are:

Menu: Autoscan, Edit, Online/Offline, Global Mute, Clear 
Solo, Default Parameters, DASaim.

Zone: Mute, Solo, Default Parameters, Remove Zone.

Master control: Mute, Solo, Frequency Band, Mute, Solo.

Others:  Add Zone, Link Manager
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13. Default Parameters
13.1 Global Default Parameters

DEFAULT PARAMETERS can be found in the function bar. 
This function resets an entire project restoring the factory 
settings to all the systems.

DEFAULT PARAMETERS will also remove any DASaim 
configuration that has been loaded previously.
 

When applying the DEFAULT PARAMETERS to the whole 
project, ALMA will ask for confirmation.

To activate the function, type the word reset in the confir-
mation window and click ok.
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13. Default Parameters
13.2 Zone Default Parameters 

You can apply the DEFAULT PARAMETERS function only 
to a zone, this will reset the systems included in that zone.

Click the 3 dotted icon to display the DEFAULT PARAME-
TERS option.

Select the option DEFAULT PARAMETERS.

To activate the function, type reset in the confirmation 
window and click ok.
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13. Default Parameters
13.3 Master Default Parameters 

To apply the DEFAULT PARAMETERS function to a MAS-
TER CONTROL, apply reset to the systems in that MASTER 
CONTROL.

To activate the function, type reset in the confirmation 
window and click ok.
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14. Preferences
14.1 General

Click File at the top of the screen to access the preferenc-
es menu:

• General
• Communications 
• Show Mode

In General we’ll find:

1. Load last Project on startup ALMA. It is not necessary to 
load the project every time ALMA is launched. Designed 
for installations, ALMA will automatically open the project.

2. Automatically save the Project every 30 seconds. This 
option has a shortcut in the bottom bar. Activate/deacti-
vate the autosaving option.

3. Engineering Mode. This mode requires prior authori-
zation.

4. When a file is opened, go Online automatically.
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14. Preferences
14.2 Communications

Click Communications for RS485 Serial Port:
 
1. Com port. Drop-down menu to select the COM port 
generated by our USB serial port. Select the active port. 
 
2. When going Online:

Retrive parametres from units. The systems parame-
ters will be loaded in the project and will be overwritten if 
there are any changes. 
 
Send parametres to the units. The parameters of the 
project will be sent to the systems and will be overwritten 
if there are any changes. 
 
Ask me. ALMA will ask every time you go Online what you 
want to do: to retrieve from the units or Send to the units. 
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Annex A
ALMA Connections RS485 Serial Port 
MAC/Windows

A USB to RS485 converter is required 
to connect to ALMA. This converter 
is provided by DAS Audio with every 
system. The USB to RS485 converter has 
to be connected from the laptop to the 
RS-485 input in the matrix9x9 rack.

To connect different matrix9x9 racks 
or devices such as DSP4080/2060 to 
the RS-485 network, use a Daisy chain 
connection: a device A is connected to 
device B, device B to device C, device C 
to device D, and so on.

EXPK 20

RS485 ALMA

RACK

LAPTOP

RS485

DSP
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Annex A
ALMA Connections RS485 Serial Port 
MAC/Windows

A USB to RS485 converter is required to connect to 
ALMA. This converter is provided by DAS Audio with every 
system. The USB to RS485 converter has to be connected 
from the laptop to the RS-485 input in the matrix9x9 
rack.

To connect different matrix9x9 racks or devices such as 
DSP4080/2060 to the RS-485 network, use a Daisy chain 
connection: a device A is connected to device B, device B 
to device C, device C to device D, and so on. 

Daisy chain configuration for ALMA.

LAPTOP

RS485

DSP

RACK

RS485 ALMA
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Annex A
ALMA Connections RS485 Serial Port 
MAC/Windows

There are 3 types of connections in patch 
matrix 9x9:

· Nine female XLR audio inputs. The pa-
nel includes 8 link switches for routing 
audio from inputs to outputs. When 
using the link switches, a single audio 
input can be routed to all ethercon ou-
tputs or have 9 different audio inputs 
routed to their corresponding outputs.

· Nine neutrik ethercon Audio/Data ou-
tputs to distribute the analog audio sig-
nal and ALMA´s monitoring and control 
data.

· RS-485 input and output to connect 
and generate ALMA control network. 

Link Switch for Inputs Audio/Data Out:
Ethercon connectors

Switch to termina-
tion resistor

Audio Inputs:
Female XLR type connectors

RS485 OUT

RS485 IN

Led on
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Annex B 
Firmware Update v4 to run ALMA

The Firmware upgrade v.4 of the systems includes: 

· ALMA compatible systems: AERO-40A, AERO-20A, UX-218A, UX-221A, LX218CA, LX118A, Road15/12.2

· HPF 63/80/100Hz AERO-20A.

· VU adjustment for optimal performance in ALMA.

· New Global Mute functionality for ALMA.

· New Solo/Mute/Lock Mute functionality for ALMA.

· Gain and Delay adjustment control in new Master Control.

· New phase response adjustment for compatibility between systems.

· Improved monitoring stability and performance.

To upgrade the systems to the firmware version 4.0, DASLoader V 1.7  will be required. Once 
the systems are upgraded to firmware version 4.0, it is not recommended to combine them 
with systems with older versions.

Before starting the firmware update:

· Delete all the DASloader versions from your laptop.

· Download DASloader v1.7. Downloads - DAS Audio

· It is required:

 · Internet connection

 · USB RS485 converter

 · DASnet Rack

 · Ethercon cable

https://www.dasaudio.com/en/support/downloads/
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Annex B 
Firmware Update v4 to run ALMA

Connect the system as shown in image 1.

Make sure there is only one cabinet connected. The cab-
inets will be updated individually.

1. Connect your laptop to the USB 485 converter.

2. Connect the XLR in the input for RS485 in the Rack Ma-
trix9x9.

3. Connect the Ethercon from the 9x9 matrix rack to the 
system.

4. Once everything is connected run DASLoader v1.7 
(Make sure you have an internet connection).

DASloader will automatically check for new versions and 
download them to your laptop.

DASloader will ask you to load the new .HEX firmware 
version.

Click yes to proceed with the firmware update.

It is important that during the update process, neither 
the power nor the RS485 connection are disconnected.

Once the update process has finished, the message De-
vice programmed ok will appear. 

RACK

LAPTOP

USB-RS485
ConvertereCPk

Image 1
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Annex B 
Firmware Update v4 to run ALMA

Once the firmware has been updated, it will be necessary to apply a “hard 
reset” to complete the process.

AERO-20A/AERO-20.120
Firmware v4.05

· The unit must be disconnected.
· Press and hold the Identify button and turn the unit on. 
· Wait a few seconds until the LEDs return to their default value.

AERO-40A
Firmware v4.20

· The unit must be disconnected.
· Press and hold the OK button and turn the unit on. 
· Wait a few seconds until the display turns on.

UX-221
Firmware v4.01

· The unit must be disconnected.
· Press the Identify button and turn the unit on. 
· Wait a few seconds until the display turns on.

UX-218
Firmware v4.01

· The unit must be disconnected.
· Press the Identify button and turn the unit on.  
· Wait a few seconds until the display turns on.
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Annex B 
Firmware Update v4 to run ALMA

Once the firmware has been updated, it will be necessary to apply a “hard 
reset” to complete the process.

LX118
Firmware v4.0

· The unit must be disconnected.
· Press the Identify button and turn the unit on. 
· Wait a few seconds until the LEDs return to their default value.

LX218
Firmware v4.01

· The unit must be disconnected.
· Press the Identify button and turn the unit on. 
· Wait a few seconds until the LEDs return to their default value.
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Annex C 
ALMA Cabling

The necessary cabling and patch panels are supplied with the system. It is 
extremely important to use the systems with the intended cables to prevent 
electromagnetic interference between the analog audio signal, the ALMA 
data and the power.

Always check the specifications supplied by the cable manufacturer. It is also 
particularly important when connecting to ensure that the terminations are 
correct, otherwise maximum performance can be compromised and inter-
ference may occur.

There are four different types of cables:

· The main feeds which include powercon true 1 and STP CAT7 cables for 
ALMA analog audio/data. Cable Code eCP_xx ( xx refers to cable length).

· Links between cabinets, with STP CAT7 cables. Cable Code eC_09.

· Power links between cabinets. Cable Code Plink1_09.

· Links. Cable Code eC_1.

The main feed cable eCP has the following structure: 

STP CAT7 cable with Aluminum Shield for each individual pair . And a global 
Aluminum Shield. The main Shield has to be soldered to the al ethercon 
housing.

The use of any other equipment not supplied directly by the manufacturer 
will not ensure optimum system performance and may cause audio/data 
interference problems.

eCP_xx

Cable principal

Plink1_09

eC_1
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Ethercon connection code.

1   Orange-White                 
2  Orange                                
3  Green-White                     
4  Blue                                     
5  Blue-White
6  Green                                   
7  Brown-White                  
8  Brown                                 

Ethercon XLR

Audio+2
Audio-3
Audio Earth

Data Earth 1
Data-(A) 3
Data+(B) 2

ecP_xx: Power cable 3 x 2.5mm2 + CAT7 4x (2 x 0.14mm2)

Annex C 
ALMA Cabling




